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Abstract: This work aims at characterizing the mechanical behaviour of polymethyl-methacrylate 
(PMMA) under high velocity impact conditions over a wide range of testing temperatures. To this end, 
the mechanical response at uniaxial compression is studied for both quasi-static and dynamic conditions 
covering testing temperatures below, at and above glass transition. A pseudo-brittle to ductile transition 
in the failure of PMMA is observed at a threshold that depends on testing temperature and strain rate. 
This analysis allows for the interpretation of the perforation impact tests and to explain the principal 
deformation and failure mechanisms. To complete the study, the Richeton model to predict yielding is 
revisited. Finally, we provide a new constitutive model for finite deformations to further identify the 
deformation mechanisms governing the mechanical behaviour of PMMA and the influence of 
temperature and strain rate on them. 

Keywords: PMMA; Impact behaviour; Polymer; Constitutive modelling; Glass transition 

1. Introduction

Thermoplastic polymers have received both scientific and industrial interest due to their low density, 
relatively low cost and their suitability to replace metals in many technical applications [1,2]. During 
the last decade, this interest has become even more evident due to the development of new 
manufacturing techniques based on 3D printing [3]. In this regard, thermoplastic polymers allow for 
their manufacturing by fused deposition modelling (FDM) enabling customizable components and rapid 
prototyping [4]. Moreover, some applications still require traditional manufacturing (e.g., injection 
moulding) when they need to provide structural support or may be subjected to dynamic loading, such 
as in aeronautical, automotive or biomedical applications [5-9]. In this regard, thermoplastic polymers 
such as poly-ether-ether-ketone (PEEK), polyethylene or polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) are 
common solutions for the manufacturing of the aforementioned components. In particular, PMMA 
highlights for its strength and transparency and is widely used in automotive and aeronautical 
applications [10]. The mechanical behaviour of these polymers is rather complex since they present 
nonlinear response, strain rate, stress state and temperature dependencies as well as behaviour transitions 
associated to thermal-activated processes occurring within their microstructure [11-15]. In addition, 
their mechanical behaviour becomes even more complex under dynamic conditions where inelastic 
dissipation takes place resulting in adiabatic heating and subsequent thermal softening [16-19]. These 
effects are of extreme relevance when dealing with impact or perforation loading. In such situations, 
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local deformations lead to thermal and permanent deformation gradients resulting in microstructural 
changes associated to polymeric chains mobility and arrangement [20]. These microstructural changes 
thus lead to different macroscopic deformation and failure mechanisms. In this regard, Garcia-Gonzalez 
and co-authors [21,22] analysed the mechanical behaviour of PEEK and PEEK composites under impact 
conditions. Moreover, Mohagheghian et al. [23] performed perforation tests on polyethylene specimens. 
In this investigation, an identification of the relationship between the projectile tip geometry and impact 
energy absorption of polyethylene thermoplastics is done. Although different failure mechanisms were 
observed depending on the projectile nose (i.e., blunt, hemi-spherical, conical), a ductile behaviour was 
identified for all tests. However, ductile-to-brittle fracture has been observed for thermoplastic polymers 
subjected to impact loading depending on the testing temperature [24]. Regarding PMMA, the glass 
transition is estimated close to �� = 105°� as reported in Ref. [19]. The transition 	 corresponds to a
strong dumping effect of the material close to �� followed by a fast decrease of the storage modulus.

To further understand and explain the deformation mechanisms governing the mechanical response of 
thermoplastic polymers, several authors have proposed constitutive models describing the deformation 
process of these polymers. These models can be classified into two main groups: purely 
phenomenological models and physically motivated models. The former models aim at proposing 
mathematical equations to fit the mechanical response of these polymers. They usually incorporate 
specific functions to capture the dependences of, for example, yield stress on temperature or strain rate. 
Among them, for its relevance and impact on the state of the art, the model proposed by Richeton et al. 
[17, 25] is highlighted. This model proposes a set of mathematical expressions to define the yield stress 
of PMMA depending on temperature and strain rate along the glass transition of this material. On the 
other hand, several authors have developed constitutive models that are physically motivated and allow 
for the mechanical description of thermoplastic polymers. These models are usually based on the 
arrangement of rheological elements and hyperelastic energy potentials representing different 
deformation mechanisms. In this regard, Boyce et al. [26] developed a model to describe the mechanical 
response of PMMA. Richeton et al. [25] extended their previous phenomenological approach to a finite 
deformation model for PMMA. Garcia-Gonzalez and co-authors [15,16,27], in a series of works, 
developed thermodynamically consistent models for thermoplastic materials accounting for strain rate, 
temperature and stress state dependencies as well as for temperature evolution due to inelastic 
dissipation and thermal transitions in the response of the material. 

Although the mechanical behaviour of thermoplastic polymers has been extensively studied, there is 
still a gap of knowledge in the effect of testing temperature on the impact and perforation behaviour of 
thermoplastic polymers at both low and high temperatures. Aiming at analysing the effect of temperature 
and the polymeric transitions associated, this work presents a complete study of the mechanical response 
of PMMA at high impact velocity covering testing temperatures from 20 ºC to 140 ºC. To better 
understand the deformation and failure mechanisms governing the perforation process, a first set of tests 
has been performed under uniaxial compression for both quasi-static and dynamic conditions and 
different initial temperatures. To complete the study, the model developed by Richeton et al. [17] has 
been revisited to predict yield stress. Finally, a new constitutive model is proposed to analyse the 
deformation mechanisms governing the mechanical behaviour of PMMA. This model is focused on the 
mechanical behaviour of PMMA above the glass transition. The model is developed for finite 
deformations and accounts for temperature and strain rate dependencies. 

2. Experimental characterization under compression loading

This section characterises the mechanical behaviour of PMMA for quasi-static and dynamic loading at 
different initial temperatures (�
) covering the three thermo-mechanical regions: glassy region (below
glass transition); glass transition region; rubbery region (above glass transition). To this end, a screw 
machine has been used for quasi-static tests up to 10�� ���and a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bars (SHPB) 
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for dynamic conditions at high strain rates. The specimen used respects the ratio of �
 = �
 ∅
⁄ ≥ 0.5
(corresponding to the initial height �
 and diameter ∅
 of the specimen) to avoid friction and inertial
effects, as discussed in detail in Refs. [14, 28-31]. The tests at high temperatures are performed using 
the set-up described originally in Ref. [19]. At low temperature, a cryogenic gas is pulsed in a box fixed 
around the specimen allowing to reach a uniform temperature distribution. The temperature is monitored 
using a thermocouple linked to a controller. Depending on the target temperature, a cryogenic pump 
pulls the nitrogen gas inside the chamber when needed [33]. In all cases, a waiting time of 30 min has 
been used to reach uniform temperature within the specimen. These results are shown in Fig. 1. Note 
that the principal focus of this section is the analysis of transitions in the failure/deformation behaviour 
of PMMA. These material transitions are associated to free volume and mobility of polymeric chains, 
which are intimately related to temperature and strain rate. For lower strain rates, the failure transition 
is observed at lower temperatures, thus motivating the low testing temperatures chosen for these tests. 
Moreover, when increasing the strain rate, the failure transition moves to higher temperatures. 
Therefore, we selected a higher temperatures range for dynamic tests. 

a) b) 

Fig. 1: Material behaviour description: a) Temperature effect under quasi-static loading; b) Temperature 
effect under dynamic loading. 

From the quasi-static results (Fig. 1a), a pseudo-brittle to ductile transition is identified at a temperature 
threshold of �
 = −80 ºC. At temperatures above the aforementioned threshold, a pseudo-brittle
behaviour is observed presenting failure strain values around 15%. For testing temperatures above such 
threshold, a ductile behaviour is observed. The transition between ductile and pseudo-brittle response 
under quasi static loading is between −80°� ≤ �
 ≤ −60°�. Moreover, a decrease in temperature also

leads to higher yield stress σy. In this regard, a ratio close to 
�����°�����  ! ∼ 3.5 is found when comparing the 

ratio of the yield stress between room temperature and the lowest temperature tested. 

From the dynamic results, the pseudo-brittle to ductile transition is identified at a temperature threshold 
of �
 = 40°�. At room temperature, a pseudo-brittle behaviour with a maximum strain level of failure

close to %&�  !'() ∼ 0.07 is observed. However, if the temperature increases above �
 = 40°�, the material

behaviour starts to behave in a ductile manner. This shift in the brittle to ductile transition with respect 
to quasi-static loading may be explained by the competition between the effects of temperature and 
strain rate on the polymeric chains mobility. In this regard, an increase in temperature favours chain 
mobility, thus resulting in an increase in ductility; whereas an increase in strain rate blocks the mobility 
of the chains.  Concerning dynamic loading, the material at low and at room temperature is brittle, Fig. 
1b. 

A further dynamic characterisation has been performed at high temperatures, �
 ≥ ��. This analysis
aims at studying the mechanical behaviour of PMMA at the rubbery region when a ductile response is 
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expected. As reported for two strain rates, the hardening shape change for a temperature bigger than �
 ≥ 120 °C, see Fig. 2. Note that, to help interpretation and comparison of the results shown in Fig. 2,
two reference strain rates have been used. The experimental strain rates showed less than 15% 
differences to the reference values. This response can be explained by a more relevant role of the 
polymeric network contribution to the overall stress response. This hypothesis is further discussed and 
interpreted with the help of a physically-motivated constitutive model in Section 5. 

a) b) 

Fig. 2: Material behaviour of PMMA for different initial temperatures; a- 1500 1/s; b- 2800 1/s. 

From these results, it can be concluded that the energy required to induce failure increases with 
temperature and is associated with a strong increase in ductility. This observation is a key point to 
analyse the structure behaviour under impact and perforation as it will be discussed next.   

3. Impact and perforation tests for different initial temperatures

In addition to the definition of the macroscopic behaviour of PMMA for a large range of strain rates and 
temperatures, a complete study has been performed under impact and perforation loading. Based on the 
previous results, that the PMMA is observed to behave ductile or fragile depending on the loading 
conditions (see Fig. 1). To this end, impact and perforation tests have been performed using a pneumatic 
gas gun coupled to a thermal chamber as described in Ref. [19]. The projectile shape is conical with a 
mass of -. = 28 /. The projectile nose angle is equal to 0. = 36°. When the plate is fixed in the
furnace, a waiting time of 20 min is used to ensure uniform temperature distribution along the plate [19, 
30, 32].  

The results in terms of ballistic limit 12(�
) depending on the initial temperature are reported in Fig. 3.
Different slopes can be observed analysing the results by means of the 12/�
 ratio. In this regard, a
slightly continuous increase is observed with testing temperature until around 80 ºC. Then, a sharp 
increase in ballistic limit occurs for temperatures from 80 ºC to 100 ºC. This change of tendency can be 
explained by a transition from quasi-brittle failure to ductile. Then, above the glass transition, the 
material undergoes a marked decrease in stiffness leading to a complete change in the 12/�
 trend,
sharply decreasing the ballistic limit with testing temperature. For testing temperatures close to the glass 
transition, there is a strong competition by means of energy absorption capability between the thermal 
softening (reducing the energy absorption) and the increase in ductility (improving the energy 
absorption), see Fig. 3. Thus, from room temperature to glass transition (�� = 105°�), the ballistic limit
is twice bigger. For temperatures above glass transition, the ballistic limit is progressively reduced but 
still higher than the reference obtained at room temperature.  
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Fig. 3: Description of the ballistic limit depending on the initial temperature, transition from fragile to 
ductile. 

The residual velocity 16 and absorbed energy 7, depending on the impact velocity 1
, can be estimated
for different initial temperatures �
 using the Recht et al. description [34]:

16(�
) = 81
9(&�) − 129(&�)(�
): ;<(��) (1) 

7(�
) = �= ⋅ -? ⋅ 81
= − 16=(�
): (2) 

where  12(�
) is the ballistic limit depending on the initial temperature (obtained from Fig. 3) and 	 is
a fitting parameter proportional to the temperature as discussed in Ref. [34]. 

The predicted energy absorbed by Eq. (2) versus the impact velocity for different testing temperatures 
is compared with the experimental results in Fig. 4. This analytical approximation captures the trends 
from room temperature up to �
 = 90°�. However, at and above glass transition, the model does not
predict correctly the experimental values at high impact velocity 1
 > 120 -/�. For these specific
conditions, the plate cannot absorb a large quantity of energy. 
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c) d) 

Fig. 4: Energy absorption for different initial temperatures, comparison between experiments and 
analytical model: a) Room temperature; b) 90°C; c) 100°C; d) 120°C 

Next, an analysis by means of failure mode is performed. Fig. 5 reports the last stage of the perforation 
process at ballistic limit conditions depending on testing temperature. At temperatures lower than �
 B90°�, PMMA behaves in a brittle manner with cracks propagation inducing debris. For higher 
temperatures than �
 > 90°�, the failure cracks propagation is limited and the failure mechanism
changes to plug ejection showing a transition to a more ductile response. Finally, for temperatures above 
glass transition �
 > 100°�, there is a clear transition to ductile behaviour where the PMMA behaves
as a rubber like material. In such cases, the perforation induces a hole enlargement without showing 
cracks and, after complete perforation, there is a spring back mechanism resulting in the hole reclosing. 

a)  b)  c)  d) 

 e) 

Fig. 5: Failure mode of PMMA for the ballistic limit at different temperatures: a) Room temperature; b) 
60°C; c) 90°C; d) 105°C; e) 105°C and an initial velocity close to VB. 

Regarding this last case, Fig. 5d-e, for a testing temperature above glass transition, the kinematic of the 
perforation process can be described in 4 steps as proposed in Fig. 6. The first one corresponds to the 
impact of the projectile generating a small hole due to the projectile shape (conical) and some petals. 
Then, the projectile goes through the plate inducing a radial expansion of the initial hole until reaching 
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the dimension of the projectile diameter, 0. = 12.8 --. When the projectile goes through the complete
thickness of the plate, the hole starts to decrease due to elastic recovery arising from the rubbery state 
of amorphous chains within PMMA. Finally, the hole is completely close with some reduced radial 
cracks.  

Fig. 6: Kinematics of the failure mode, perforation and structural behaviour of PMMA at high 
temperature. 

4. Modelling of the material yielding at different temperatures using Richeton’s model

As a first approach, the Richeton model is used to describe the yielding response of PMMA [17]. This 
model is frequently reported in the literature to predict the mechanical behaviour of thermoplastic 
polymers for a large range of temperatures and strain rates [17,25]. The model describes the yield stress 
value corresponding to the maximum stress level, Figs. 7-8. The model of Richton [17] is based in a 
previous approach proposed in Ref. [35], where the stress is defined as: 

�& = =CD �EFℎ�� G HIHI ∗K (3) 

where  L is the Boltzmann constant, 1 is the activation volume and %I∗ is related to the process of thermal 
activation. Based on the previous expression, a better description of the yield stress is obtained 
considering the following stress decomposition with the effective yield stress M∗. Thus, the stress level 
is defined as: 

M∗ = M − MN (4) 

where MN is an internal stress associated to the a recovery process. The assumption of this model is that
the yield stress is reached when n segments of the amorphous polymer move simultaneously in a 
cooperative way. The strain rate is then defined as: 

%I = %I∗ �EFℎ) O(���P)⋅D=C& Q (5)
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Where T is the absolute temperature. Coupling Eqs. (3-5), the following relation is reached:  

M = MN + =C&D �EFℎ�� SG HIHI ∗K;TU    (6) 

To describe the process of thermal activation, %I∗ = %I
 VWX G�YZC& K, an Arrhenius equation is used with [�\ being an activation energy. As described in Ref. [35], the term MN is equal to zero for � > ��. 
Finally, Richeton et al. [17] added an extra term to increase the temperature sensitivity as: 

M](%I, �) = MN(0) − -� + =C&D �EFℎ�� ` HIHI � ab.c�defg� hi;T
  for � ≤ �� (7-a) 

 

However, it is observed that the power term 
�) is not correctly reported in Eq. 7-a [17] in comparison 

with the original model proposed in [35]. It induces a decrease of the stress level at low temperatures 
and at high strain rate sensitivity. The Richeton model is compared with the corrected model reported 
in this work, Eq. 7-b. 

M](%I, �) = MN(0) − -� + =C&D �EFℎ�� jk HIHI � ab.c�defg� hl;Tm  for � ≤ �� (7-b) 

 

The constants used to describe the material behaviour of PMMA are reported in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Constants for PMMA using Eqs. 7a-b and 8a-b. 

Parameters for Eqs. 7a-b Material PMMA Units MN(0) 190 nop - 0.47 nop/q L - Boltzmann constant 1.38E-23 r ⋅ q�� 1 5.14E-29 -s %I
 7.46E+15 ��� [�\  90 Lr ⋅ -tu�� F 6.37 - 
N – Avogadro number 6.022E+23 -tu�� 

Parameters for Eqs. 8a-b 

for v > vw 
Material PMMA Units �� 105 °� ��� 9 - �=� 35.5 °� 

 

It is observed that the original model of Richeton and reported in several works such as Refs. [36,37,38] 
is not working correctly to describe the material behaviour of PMMA at low temperatures using the 
previous constants, Table 1 and Eq. 7-a. The lowest limit, as shown in Fig. 7a, is limited to � = 0°�. 
From this value to the glass transition temperature, the two equations Eqs.7-a-b are giving the same 
trend and similar results. The other problem is observed with the strain rate sensitivity, Fig. 7b. For 
example, at high temperature and in the range of quasi-static loading, the yield stress values are the same 
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between Eqs. 7-a. and 7-b. However, under dynamic loading, the models diverge if the strain rate is 
larger than %I > 1 ���. However, in his original form it can be assumed a recurrent typo error. Therefore, 
the model of Richeton has some limitations at low temperatures and high strain rates. Due to this 
problem and to have a large field of strain rates and temperatures, Eqs. 7-b and 8-b are used.  

 

a) 

b) 

Fig. 7: Comparison between the original Richeton model [17], Eq. 7-a, and the corrected version, Eq. 
7-b: a) Temperature sensitivity; b) Strain rate sensitivity at high temperature. 

 

Concerning the behaviour for � > ��, Richeton et al. [17] proposed the expression showed in Eq. 8-a. 

The same problem as discussed before is that the term 
�) is outside of the bracket. To be consistent with 

the initial description based on the process of thermal activation and assuming a cooperative behaviour, 
the model must be defined as in Eq. 8-b. 

 

M](%I, �) = =C&D �EFℎ�� x HI
HI � ab.c�defy� h⋅ab.z{T(;�)⋅|;}~���}�|�}����} ��

;T
 for    � > �� (8-a) 
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M](%I, �) = =C&D �EFℎ��
�
��x HI

HI � ab.c�defy� h⋅ab.z{T(;�)⋅|;}~���}�|�}����} ��
;T

�
�� for    � > �� (8-b)

where %I
 is a constant pre-exponential strain rate and � is the universal gas constant. 

However, comparing these two equations, Eq. 8-a and Eq. 8-b, it is observed that the difference is 
negligible, Fig. 8. Therefore, in this range of temperature, the two equations may be used without large 
effects. However, to be rigorous and consistent, Eq. 8-b, is used and coupled to Eq. 7-b as previously 
proposed in Ref. [35]. 

Fig. 8: Comparison between the Richeton model [17], Eq. 8-a, and the corrected version, Eq. 8-b for T > T�.

Some tests have been performed to compare experiments with the Richeton model [17]. It is observed 
that keeping the same conditions in terms of waiting time and initial temperature, the stress is dispersive. 
In each case, three to five tests have been performed and the average value is reported, Fig. 9. 

Fig. 9: PMMA material behaviour at high strain rate for different initial temperature. 

In the next section, we propose a new constitutive model for finite deformations to further analyse the 
mechanical transitions at high strain rates and different temperatures. 
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5. Constitutive model for finite deformations at glass transition

This section analyses the mechanical behaviour of PMMA at high strain rate and temperatures above 
glass transition. To describe the mechanical behaviour of PMMA at these conditions, we develop here 
a constitutive model accounting for finite deformations, temperature dependency, adiabatic heating and 
relaxation-recovery mechanisms. 

5.1. Kinematics of the deformation process 

The overall mechanical response of the material is understood as the combination of overcoming a 
purely hyperelastic (Equilibrium) resistance associated to the polymer network, and a visco-hyperelastic 
(Non-equilibrium) resistance associated to relaxation mechanisms and other viscous dependencies. A 
clear picture of the model is presented in Fig. 10 by means of the equivalent rheological model and the 
corresponding kinematics scheme. Note that a further decomposition of the mechanical response is done, 
splitting it into volumetric and isochoric components. To this end, the total deformation gradient F is 
broken down into volumetric ���� = r�/s�, and isochoric ���� = r��/s�  parts as:

� = �������� = ���� (9) 

where r = det � is the Jacobian and I is the second-order identity tensor. Note that the isochoric 
component is further decomposed into elastic �� and plastic �� components for the Non-Equilibrium

branch. Therefore, according to Fig. 11-b, Therefore, the deformed configuration Ω can be reached from 
the reference configuration Ω� by accounting for the total deformation gradient F or, alternatively, by
going through a dilated intermediate configuration Ω� by uniquely accounting for the mechanical-induced 

dilatation. Another intermediate configuration, defined as dilated relaxed configuration Ω�, is defined to 
help with the formulation of the viscous flow. 

To complete the definition of the model kinematics needed to further define the viscous flow rule, the 
viscous velocity gradient reads as: �� = �I����� = �� + �� (10) 

where �� = �= ~�� + ���� and �� = �= ~�� −  ����. The intermediate configuration Ω� is assumed 

invariant to rigid body rotations of the current configuration Ω, that is �� =   (Boyce et al., 1988).

Fig. 10: (a) Rheological model; (b) kinematics scheme of the model. 
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From the rheological scheme presented and accounting for the corresponding kinematics, the 
development and specification of the constitutive equations is presented next. 

5.2. Constitutive equations 

The total Cauchy stress tensor ¡ is defined as the additive contribution of the volumetric ¡���,
Equilibrium ¡¢ and Non-equilibrium ¡£� components as:

¡ = ¡��� + ¡¢ + ¡£� (11) 

Volumetric response 

The volumetric response is defined by a linear model based on the bulk modulus of the material K as: ¡��� = K(r − 1) (12) 

Equilibrium response 

The Equilibrium branch represents an entropic resistance associated to the orientation of the molecular 
chains that constitute the polymer network. A modification of the Arruda-Boyce model [39] is used for 
this purpose: 

¡¢ = ¥¦s§ ¨{̈� ℒ�� G �̈̈
{K ~ªN«¬ − ̅=�� (13) 

where ¯° is the Equilibrium shear modulus, ± is a locking stretch delimiting the maximum extension

of the polymer chains, ̅ = ²�s ³´~�N«¬�N«¬& � is the average stretch and ℒ�� is the inverse of the Langevin

function. Finally, ªN«¬ is the isochoric left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor defined as ªN«¬ = �N«¬�N«¬& .

Non-equilibrium response 

This branch describes the visco-hyperelastic response of the polymer and accounts for strain rate 
dependency, temperature dependency and relaxation mechanisms. First, the hyperelastic spring is 
defined following a Neo-Hookean description as [40]: 

¡£� = ¥µ¶§ ªa·a¸ (14) 

where ¯¹a is the Non-equilibrium shear modulus and ªa·a¸ is the deviatoric part of the elastic Cauchy-
Green deformation tensor defined as ªa = �a�a&.

To complete the formulation of the model, the evolution of the viscous deformation gradient must be 
defined. To this end, the viscous stretch rate �� is defined as:
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�� = ºI »√=½¾¿ ¡¹a·a¸      (15) 

                 

where À£� = ²³´~¡¹a·a¸¡¹a·a¸� is the effective stress driving the viscous flow and γI � is a visco-elastic 

multiplier.  

A complete definition of the visco-elastic multiplier for the whole temperature regime has been proposed 
by Richeton et al. [25]. In this work, the authors proposed an expression for the viscous shear strain rate 
based on a cooperative model originally developed by Povolo and Hermida [35]. In the work of Richeton 
and coauthors [25], the definition of the viscous multiplier is done by a switching expression from 
rubbery state (bellow glass transition) to glassy state (above glass transition) as: 

 

γI � = Â γI �VWX G− YZfÃv K �EFℎ) G(½�ÄP)D=C& K , � B ��γI �VWX G− ÅÆÇÃv K VWX c±)(È )ÉÈw~v�vw�ÉÊwËv�vw h �EFℎ) G ½D=C&K , � ≥ �� (16) 

 

where γI � is a pre-exponential shear rate factor, À is the effective stress and F, ³N, ÉÈw and Ì=� are material 
parameters. 

As the propose model is developed to explore the deformation mechanisms of PMMA at high 
temperatures (above glass transition), we simplified the previous expression for high temperatures as: 

 

γI � = Í �EFℎ) G½¾¿2 K      (17) 

 

where F and Î are constant material parameters. 

The parameter  Í = ÍÏ(�) is a temperature-dependent material parameter that introduces yielding 
dependence on temperature and thermal softening due to adiabatic heating: 

 

Í = ÍÏ(�) = VWX G&�&}Ð� KÐ;
     (18) 

with -� and -= being temperature sensitivity parameters. 

Finally, the temperature evolution due to inelastic dissipation (adiabatic heating) can be derived from 
thermodynamics principles (see works by Garcia-Gonzalez et al. [27, 16]) as: 

 �̅�I = ¡¹a·a¸: �� − Div Õ      (19) 
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where �̅ is the specific heat, the term ¡¹a·a¸: �� represents inelastic dissipation and the term −Div Õ  
represents heat conduction (with Õ being the heat flux per unit area). Note that thermoelastic 
contributions are neglected here. 

5.2. Calibration of the model parameters and discussion 

The model parameters have been found using optimization tools in MATLAB based on comparison of 
model predictions with experimental data for high strain rates and temperatures above glass transition. 
The final parameters identified are depicted in Table 2. The model predictions are compared to 
experimental data by means of stress-strain response and yield stress dependency at high temperatures, 
Fig. 11. A good agreement is found between the model predictions and experiments. Moreover, it is 
observed that the proposed model captures the temperature dependency of the yield stress, the nonlinear 
behaviour at large deformations and the thermal softening arising from adiabatic heating.  

 

Table 2. Model parameters for PMMA. 

Equilibrium response 
 

¯¢ (MPa) ± (-)  

60 1.7  

Non-Equilibrium response  

¯£� (GPa) Î (MPa) F (-) -� (-) -= (K) 

2.9 50 2.5 0.8 3.5 

Physical properties   

�� (K) �̅ (J/kgK) ρ (kg/m3)   

378 1370 1190   
 

  

Fig. 11: Comparison between model predictions and experimental data at high strain rates (1500 s-1) 
and temperatures above glass transition: (left) true stress-true strain curves; (right) yield stress 
dependence with temperature. 
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This model permits a theoretical description of experiments evaluating the influence of the polymeric 
network, viscous mechanisms and hyperelastic-viscous deformations. Thus, increasing the initial 
temperature testing temperature, the material undergoes lower flow stresses. Moreover, the polymeric 
network starts to govern the mechanical response leading to higher influence of elastic deformation over 
plastic contributions, see Fig. 12. These mechanisms explain the stronger softening due to adiabatic 
heating for lower testing temperatures. In addition, due to governing role of the network contribution at 
high temperatures and according to the arrangement of the rheological elements (see Fig. 10), relevant 
spring back effects are expected. Therefore, a transition to rubbery response can explain the 
experimental observations from impact tests at high temperatures when the material fully recovers 
closing the hole generated during the perforation process, Figs. 5d and 6. 

 

 

Figure 12: Comparison between polymeric network and plastic contributions for the, according to the 
proposed model, mechanical behaviour of PMMA at strain rate of 1500 s-1 and testing temperatures of 
105 ºC (glass transition) and 140 ºC. 

Note that the model is limited to high strain rates and temperature avoiding unnecessary extra parameters 
in the proposed study. However, the model permits extensions to include such dependencies within a 
thermodynamically consistent framework. 

 

6. Conclusions 

This work studies the mechanical behaviour of PMMA under a wide strain rate and temperature 
conditions, identifying behavioural transitions associated to microstructural changes. To this end, this 
work presents a complete study of the mechanical response of PMMA at high impact velocity covering 
testing temperature from 20 ºC to 140 ºC. Before the perforation tests, we performed uniaxial 
compression tests for both quasi-static and dynamic conditions and different initial temperatures to 
understand in a better way the deformation and failure mechanisms governing the perforation process. 
Then, the yielding behaviour of PMMA is analysed revisiting the model developed by Richeton et al. 
[17]. Finally, a new constitutive model is proposed to analyse the deformation mechanisms governing 
the mechanical behaviour of PMMA. This model is focused on the mechanical behaviour of PMMA 
above the glass transition, formulated for finite deformations and accounts for temperature and strain 
rate dependencies. In addition, the model allows to consider the process of recovering to explain the 
failure mode observed under dynamic impact and perforation.  
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